• Advantages of Managing Individuals Having Similar Characteristics
• Determinants of Innovation Performance in Developing Countries
• Factors That Make Employees Commit Unethical Actions
• World Economy Global Factory: Conceptual Structure Tests
• Climate Change Impact on the Strategies of International Business
• Credit Card Incentive Impact on Consumer Borrowing
• The Home Country Incentives Impact on the Firms Internalization and the Institutions Mediating Role on International Business
• Developing Country Firms Internalization, Especially Indian and Chinese Multinational Enterprise
• The Most Effective Measures About Performance: How Owners Evaluate Employees
• The Management and Protection of Intellectual Property and Other Assets in National Borders
• Relationship between National Culture and Organizational Culture When it Come to Employee Commitment
• The Role of Sustainable Development and International Business
• The R&D Internalization Role About Explaining the Performance Outcomes
• The Technology Roles and R&D Management Practices About Enhancing Performance
• Apple Fanaticism Roots: The Best List of Marketing Lessons from Them
• Replacing Zero Injury Workplace With a Safe Workplace Reports
• A Study of Using Street Art as Means of Preventing Vandalism-Unsuccessful or Successful
• The Use of Macroeconomic Indicators in Estimating the Number of Undocumented Africans Entering US
• Which is More Effective- Informal Project Management Methods or Formal Project Management Methods?
• Why Management Practices Are Appropriate As Compared to Others in Different Sectors
• Word of Mouth: Is It Really a Never Dying Marketing Form?
• How Business Policy Be Implemented
• What Relationship Does Employee and Employer Must Have
• Does Being a Business Owner Needs Leadership Skills
BUSINESS RESEARCH

PROPOSAL TOPICS

- Age Requirement to Build a Business
- Is Project Management method Really Effective?
- What Should Be the Minimum Wage for Employees?
- How Managers Interview Applicants and What They Are Looking for
- Practical Tips for Startup Businesses
- How Small Business Affect Big Companies
- Are Employees Should Have Experience in Position They are Applying for
- Junior Managers Versus Experienced Managers
- What Marketing Strategies Should be Used in a Business
- Effective Marketing Lessons That Should be Learned in a Business
- Analysis of Small Business Workplace Ethics
- Sustainability Matters: Environmental Leadership and Business Strategies
- Reinventing the Business: An Analysis
- Transformational Change Strategy: Intuit Analysis
- Changing Tense Moments Comprehensive Study in the Productive Conversations
- Business Sustainability: Results and Methods
- Working With X Employees: A Comprehensive Study
- Dealing With the Conflict at Work
- Methods That Work in Delegation
- Spreading the Innovation Culture and Mentorship
- Difference Between Bosses and Leaders: An Analysis
- Dealing With Old Employees
- Productivity Tips: Organizing Employees Life
- Analysis on the Effectiveness of Strategic Corporal
- Military Skills Needed for Organizational Success
- How Should Startups Build Their Business Online
• Learning, Literacy and Culture: Taking Bloom in Midst of Whirlwind
• Helping American Makes In Reaching Their Academic Potential
• A Research Paper About Engaging Students in Their Academic Writing
• How Should people Support Digital Learning
• Rehearsing New Roles: How Students Develop as Great Writers
• Plagiarism: What Should Be Done in Preventing It?
• Collaboration Culture: A Writing Project’s Role
• The Use of Model Lessons in Making an Inquiry Culture
• Guiding Peer Response: The Best Approach
• The Crisis in the American Culture: Writing in 21st Century
• Using “I” in Academic Writing
• Preparing Students for College Writing: What They Should Know
• Constructing a Research Paper: A Guide to Student’s Approaches and Goals
• Writing from Sources: Authority in Task and Text
• Rhetorical Syntheses: Products and Processes
• How Writing Shapes Students’ Strategies
• How did Railroads and Trains Change Life in the United States
• Who Was the Very First Person Who Reached the North Pole?
• What Olympic Events Are Being Practiced in Ancient Greece
• Effects of the Prolonged Steroid Use on Human Body
• Major Theories Explaining the Dinosaurs Disappearance
• Effects Means of Repelling Insects: What Should Be Done
• Essential Things That are Used in making Bulletproof Clothing
• How Long Bow Contribute to the English Military Dominance
• What Makes Platypus an Interesting and Unique Animal
• What Ways Does Wal-Mart Stores Affect the Local Economy
• Darfur Conflict: What are the Origins of it
• How Tobacco Use is Affecting the Human Body
• Technologies that are Available to Home Owners in Helping Them in Conserving Energy
• What is Magna Carta: How it Changed England?
• How the Prison Population in the United States Being Compared to Other Nations
• How Was the Abraham Lincoln Assassination Plotted and Executed
ACADEMIC RESEARCH
PROPOSAL TOPICS

- Programs That are Available to Veterans in Getting Back Into the Society
- Creating a Movie: What Are the Steps Involved
- Secret Service: What Responsibilities and Duties They Have
- How Music and Film Industries Dealt With Piracy
- What Hardships and Dangers Did Clark and Lewis Face in Exploring the Midwest
- How Great Recession and Great Depression Differ and What Are Their Similarities
- How Does Our Human Brain Retrieve Memories and Stores Memories?
- All About Manhattan Project: The Impact of it Around the World
- Being a Genetic Engineers: Future Goals and Current Capabilities
- How Journalist Influence the United States War Efforts in Vietnam
- Moon Landing: What are the Significance of it
- Global Warming and Climate Change: What are the Risks Associated With it
- Thomas Edison or Leonardo Da Vinci: Who Was the Better Inventor?
- How American and Chinese Economies Different and Similar
- How Video games is Affecting Teenagers and Children
- People Infected with HIV: List of Available Treatments and How Effective it is
- Sinkholes: What it is and how it is Being Formed
- Reason why Communism is not being Successful in Majority Countries
• How Local Culture is Influencing the Business
• Exploring the Immigration Effects on Running of the Local Businesses
• In What Extent Does the Social Responsibility is Affecting the Probability
• How Does the Local Economics is Affecting the Way of Business is Run
• How Local Culture Affects the Running of Newly Arrived Globalized Business
• How Established Routines Are Affecting Productivity
• How Multiculturalism is Affecting the Economic Outlook of a Business
• Exploring the Bureaucracy Effects on the Revenue Generation
• Examining the Property Market Way: How Is It Being Run in a Country?
• Considering the Economic Strategies of the Innovative Company
• A Discussion on the Relationship Between Revenue Generation and Company Culture
• Effects of the Country’s Monetary Policy on the Business Practices for the Last 20 years
• Examining the Interest Rates and Changing Growth Effects in a Certain Period of Time
• What Will be the Effect of Inflation on the Overall Profit of a Company
• Exploring the Mobility Unemployment Labor Effects in a Certain Region
• In What Extent Does the Unemployment Level Affects the Economic Output of a Country
• Examining the Phenomena Associated with Destruction and Job Creation
• Comparing the Effects and Causes on Unemployment in Different Regions
• Investigating the Influence Rates of Self Employment
• Analyzing the Minimum Wage Effects on Employees
• Exploring the Different Demand Level for Labor Across Different Countries and Sectors
• Comparing the Different Self Employment Reasons in Different Countries
• Exploring the Ways of Government in Encouraging Self Employment
• Analyzing the Immigration Effects to the Productivity of the Country
• In What Extent Does the Economic Output Influenced Training Schemes
• How Remittances is Affecting the Economic Growth of a Country
• How Local Petrochemical Sectors are Affected by the International Oil Prices
• Exploring the Macroeconomics Effects on Poor and Standard 500 Index
• Examining how Exports are Changing in the Textile Industries Around the World
• How Does the Macroeconomic Indicators is Affecting the Gross Domestic Product of a Country
• Environmental Factors: How it Affects the Export Performance
• Examining the Country’s Determinants About Export Performance
• Evaluating the Decision making Process About Production Seasonal Changes of Goods
• Examining the Trade Restrictions Effects on the Price Stability of a Certain Sector
• How Global oil Price Affect the Inflation Rates of a Country
• How Inflation Rate is Related to the Economic Growth of a Country
• What Makes the Bank Profitable in a Country
• Examining the Weekend Effects with the use of Index of Your Choice
• Evaluating the Public Holidays Influence on the Stock Return With the use of the Evidence-Based Approach
• Examining the Links Between GDP and FDI
• Investigating the Change of Inflation Rates
• Explaining the Components that Determine the Exchange Rate
• Relationship Between Trading Volume and Money Supply According to Chosen Index
• How Government Policies Affect the Focus of the Industry
• Discussing the Issues Meet by Medium and Small Sized Business in Trying to Expand Globally
• Economic Recession Impact in the Nigerian Country
PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH

PROPOSAL TOPICS

- Are Modern Students Are Being Addicted To Twitter And Facebook? Can This Devotion Be Hazardous?
- Do Individuals Who Like Each Other Produce A Positive Impression When Coming Face To Face?
- Real World Versus Online Dating Relationship
- Association Between User’s Self-Esteem And Self-Presentation In The Online Profiles
- Relationship Between Physical Activity And Internet Use
- Does A Smile Keeps Troubles Away?
- Does Having A Positive Mood Helpful In Solving Problems Effectively?
- The Benefits And Hazards Of Anger Control
- The Best Stress Coping Strategies For Students
- Causes On An Emotional Eating Before The Examination
- Best Academic Achievements And Training Games
- Chewing Gum Effects On Cognitive Abilities And Mood
- Effects Of Taking Caffeine About Students’ Attention
- The Relationship Between Grades Of Students And Self-Esteem
- Use Of The Educational Computer Games On The Motivation Of Students
- The Underlying Psychological Factors Of Anorexia
- Social Phobia And Public Speaking Fear Of College Students
- Anxiety Disorder Symptoms In Girls And Boys
- People With Bipolar Disorder: Risk Seeking Behaviors
- What Are The Effects Of Having An Autistic Sibling
- Online Bullying: What Are Its Causes And How It Affects Students
- Being A Hate Victim: What Are The Consequences Of It
- Relationship Between Children’s Aggression And Use Of Corporal Punishment By Parents
- The Association Between Aggressive Behaviors And Internet Addiction
- Student’s Motivation And Classroom Emotional Climate
- Are Men More Afraid Of Having A Relationship Than Women?
- Child Obesity: It Is A Parental Negligence Or Not?
- The Link Between Obesity And Television
- What Are The Situations That Leads To Cutting Yourself Disorder
- The Effects Of Abortion To Mental Health
- Why Americans Are Obsessed With Fast Food: What It Gives To Them
PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH
PROPOSAL TOPICS

- What Is A Solitary Confinement And What Its Emotional Effects
- What Are The Effects Of Varied Color When It Comes To Mental States
- Hyperactive Children: Role Of Biology Or Environment?
- How Habits Are Being Formed And How It Can Be Changed
- The Hate Crimes Impact On Communities And Victims
- The Psychological Effects Of Torture And What Are The Effects Of It
- Promoting Mental Health Through Sports Psychology
- Impact And Causes Of Financial, Physical And Emotional Abuse Of Elderly
- Teenage Suicide: What To Do About It And Why It Is Being Happen
- The Postpartum Depression Effects On Child And Mother
- The Effects Of Birth Order On The Achievements And Personality Of A Person
- The Environment And Genetics Role In Determining Intelligence
- An Analysis On Capital Punishment For All Sex Offenders
- What Is The Relationship Between Stress And Physical Illness
- Influence Of Work Behavior And Environment Of The Motivation And Self-Esteem Of Workers
- How Social Anxiety Disorder Affects The Person Routine Life
- The Different Stages Of The Human Development
- Essence Of Imparting Sexual Education To Young Individuals
- Is Human Development A Conception To Old Age?
• Distinguishing Management to Leadership in Encouraging a Great Business Strategies
• Does the Pay Link to Performance of Making the Employees Loyal?
• Decision Making and Emergent Marketing Strategy in Marketing Organizations
• The Employee Benefits and Impact on Unemployment Rates in the Germany and United States
• The Impact of Company Goals That Aligns With Personal Values
• Examining how the Organizational Culture Reinvent a Business
• Examining How a Company Strategies Helps Firm in Leveraging Itself
• Examining the Management Advantages in Attracting People Having Similar Characteristics
• Examining the Management Strategy Nature That Should be Included in Social Networking Sites
• Examining the Relationship Between Commitment of Individuals and National Culture to Organization Culture
• Examining why People Commit Unethical Actions
• What are the Business Consequences on Excessive Work
• Exploring why Humility and Courage are the Most Popular Related to Leadership Publications
• Exporting Performance and Marketing Strategy
• What are the Factors Influencing the Success of Women Managers’
• Impact and Strategies in the Foreign Direct Investment in China
• Constraints and Opportunities on Foreign Direct Investment in America
• Implementing and Formulating Marketing Strategies
• Civic Responsibility and Fostering Social Responsibility by Organization and Their Employees
• Social and Gaming Networking Decrease the Violent Behaviors of Teens: A Study on the Behaviors of Teenagers
• Geographic Areas of Interest: Eastern Europe, Central, European Union and Other Emerging Markets
• The Global Business Citizenship: The Ethical Behavior and Social Responsibility Model for 21st Century
• Local Customization versus Global Standardization: Which Is Better?
Marketing Research Proposal Topics

- Advertising and Green Marketing: Which is Better
- How to Encourage Great Thinking Through Holistic Management Approach
- How a Sales Letter Avoid Waste Bin
- How the Expectations of Consumer Affect the Corporations Philanthropy
- How the Policies of Corporations Enhance Competitiveness and Improve Social Conditions
- How Facebook be a Good for Business: New age of Branding
- How Resources From Organization Line are Being Shared on Projects
- How Deliverables are Handed to Organization Line
- Ways in Improving the Personal Relationships in Having Great Goal Achievement
- Business Planning Importance: How Should it be Applied
- Integrating the Corporate Social Responsibility in Supply Chains Management
- External Recruiting Versus Internal Promotions: Cons and Pros
- International Acquisitions and Mergers
- Is Social Business Will Change the Face of Organizing and Management?
- Is Business Leadership a Skill? Does the Skill can be Learned?
- Economic Development Issues and Private Sector Role in Reducing the Poverty
- Management by Walking Around: Boost Productivity of Employees or Add Stress to Them?
- Social Networks and Management Strategy
- Minimizing the Transaction Costs in the Project Based Companies
- Most Effective Style Available in Modern Workplace
- Global Economy Open Innovation: Scientific Knowledge Exploit
- Perception held by Female Employees toward Male Employees
- Readiness of Big Companies for Change in the Social Business Design
- How Modern Companies Improve Their Organizational Culture
- Relationship Between Corporate Financial Performance and Social Responsibility
- How Resource-Based Organization Strategy Leverage Themselves
- Representation of Minority Groups: Asian-America, Native American and Other Groups in Developing CLD Awareness
SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH
PROPOSAL TOPICS LIST

• Investigating the Parent Mediating Role About College With Their Children
• Discussing the Substance of Intrinsic Motivation that use in Schizophrenia
• Examining the Social Functioning in Adults That Have Autism
• Examining the Illness Burden Significance on Socioeconomic Status
• Investigating the Influencing Factors of use of Narcotics by Adolescents
• Evaluating the Societal Opinion on the Housing Abandonment
• Developing a Framework in Assessing Ethnic and Racial Inequality
• Investigating the Relationship Between Educational Performance and Cultural Acclimatization in the Local Community
• Investigating the Justice System Inclusion of Child Welfare
• Examining the Participation in Workforce of the Family Care Providers
• Analyzing the Relationship Between Complex Grief and Economic Difficulties
• Discussing the Family Therapy Effectiveness in Mental Health Setting
• Evaluating the Mentoring Programs That was Developed as Part of Health Science Local Behavior
• Looking Into the Support of Gay and Lesbian Human Rights in the Society
• Discussing the Issues Associated With Taking Care of Older Women
• Evaluating the Risk Factors That Associated With the Secondary Traumatic Stress
• Looking Into the Recovery Rates for Different Mental Illness
• Investigating the Addiction Effects on Families, Which Include the Different Ages of Children
• Examining the Means to Prevent Pregnant Women in Exposing Themselves to Hazardous Narcotic Substance
• Investigating the Relationship Between Behavioral Health and Income
• Discussing the Issues Associated With Poor English that is Needed to Health Care Services
• Investigating the Knock-on Effects of the Domestic Violence in the Society
• Developing a Means to Improve the Center Protocols Adoption
• Discussing the Ways of Foster Parents Support to Vulnerable Children
• Looking into Ways of Using the Televisual Depression treatment for Elder People who Cannot Leave their House
• Evaluating the Oncology Patients Experiences That Received Prognoses
• Investigating the Giving Birth Social Effects to Infant Having Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
• Examining the Children Psychological Effects Whose Parent Having Cancer
• Examining the Mental Health Services and how it is Adapted to use by Military Veterans
• Discussing the Peer Support Programs Effectiveness for Adults with Cancer
• Can Post Traumatic Stress Disorder be Treated by Brief Preventive Interventions
• How can the engagement of employee improved by using improved organizational functioning
• How Recovery Support Services Benefit From the Technical Assistance
• How to use Technology in Treating Addictions
• Discussing the development of Smoking Cessation Programs
• Investigating the Means of Assisting Adults With Substance Abuse Issues
• Examining how Upbringing Affects the Academic Achievement of Children
• Discussing What Should be Done in Eradicating Community Violence in the Low Socioeconomic Areas
• Evaluating the Gender Dysphoria Effects in the Institutionalized Adolescents
• Discussing the Early Intervention in Pregnancy Cases of Teens
• Investigating the Use of the Peer Based Support About Teenage Pregnancy
• Examining the Child Care Services Effects on Child-Parent Bond
• Discussing the Adoption Recruitment Effectiveness Campaigns
RESEARCH TOPICS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

- What was the African Americans Role During the World War
- How the US Censorship Changed Over the Years
- What is the View of Britain of India During the British Rule
- What are the Effects of Civil Rights Movements
- All About Knowing the Sexuality Concept
- The Effects of Exposure to the Violent Imagery
- A Comprehensive Study About the Positive Thinking Strategies
- A Comprehensive Study on the Development of Memory
- What is the Effect of Local Political Scandals to the Society and to the View of Public
- Are There are Employees who Form Local Unions?
- Are Students Really Fight For Book Costs or Lower Tuition Fees?
- Are Police do Really Investigate Athletic Scandal or Cheating?
- Does Small Business Struggle Because of New Big Box Store?
- What is the Effect of Small Business in the Community
- Should Local Government be More Focus in Helping its Citizens?
- Have Teachers or Students Been Involved in Sexting Scandal?
- Are Parents and School Board Battling for a new Curriculum?
- Should the Government Implement Stricter Regulations for Labeling Plastics?
- Treatment and Prevention of the Chronic Brain Injury
- Data Analytics: Decision Science and Translational Data Analytics
- Foods for the Health: Nutritional and Personalized Metabolic Profiling in Improving health
- Food Security: Sustainable, Global Food Security and Resilient for Health
- Infectious Diseases: Infectious Disease, Treatment and Prevention
- Manufacturing and Materials for Sustainability: Innovation and Translational Materials- Accelerating the Global Sustainability
- Sustainable Economy: The Sustainability Sciences for the Materials Innovation
- The Effects of the Mixing Speed on the Ice Cream Quality
- Native and Exotic Fishes Habitat
- The Relationship Between Hemoglobin Concentration and Pork Quality Characteristics
- Help of technology in Making Lesson Planning and Saving Much Time
- Is Filtering Really Effective? Or it is Just a Simple Formality
RESEARCH TOPICS
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

- How People Face Abuse In Educational Facility
- Ways to Prevent Both Teachers and Students From Getting Harmed
- What are Ways That School and Society do for Students not to be Late
- What Should be Done in a Curriculum to Make all Process Easier and Effective for Everybody
- Is Teaching Process the Result Why Student do not Attend Classes?
- Personal Opinions of Parents About the Educational Process
- Does Teachers Know About Web 2.0 Technologies? Do They use it?
- What are the Long Term Effects of Technology across the Globe? Are These Positive or Negative?
- How Children under 13 is Different from College Students?
- How Social Medial Help to Solve Problems and how it Create Problems Outside United States
- Will Government Like Japan Continue to Control Citizens’ Access to Social Media and Internet?
- How Social Media, Cell Phones, Internet and texting Make the Globe Bigger?
- How Social Interaction Experience Influence the way Human Interact With Machines
- Implications of the Globalization Using technology to Global Economy
- New Ways How Individuals Use of Technology in Changing the World
- Does Internet Need Censorship or Control? If yes, What kind?
- In What Extent Does the Technology has Negative Impact
- How Will the Technology Change the Lives of the People in 10 Years
- Genetic testing: If It Is Allowed, Who Should Be Allowed to Get the Details?
- How Human Brains is Different From Computers
LIST OF RESEARCH TOPICS IN MANAGEMENT

- Business Start Ups Issues About Organizational Emergence
- Social Enterprise and Social Entrepreneurship
- Government Impedimentation and the Entrepreneurship Facilitation
- Entrepreneurial Resilience: What Makes the Entrepreneurs Begin With Another Business After Their Failure
- Strategic Planning in Young SMEs and New Ventures
- Civic Responsibility and Fostering Social by Companies and Their People
- Is Poverty Alleviation as Corporate Issue?
- What are the Organizational Crisis Management in Post-9/11 Epoch Business
- Integrating the Corporate Social Responsibility in Supply Chains Management
- Activist Tactics in Influencing Companies
- Excessive Work and What are Its Business Consequences
- What are the Factors That Influences the Success of Women Managers’
- A 2025 Perspective About the Labor Relations Future Directions
- What is Management in the Developing Countries
- What are the Best Practices About HRM Asia Pacific Region
- Cultural Differences in the Fairness Organizational Contexts Perceptions
- The Multinational Management Language Issues
- Natural Environment and Sustainability: Green Management
- 21st Century Sustainable Organizations
- Overcoming and Understanding the Green Wall: Leadership, Change Management and Environmental Strategy in Business
- Supply Chain Management: What is It?
- What are the Best Strategic Decisions in Terms of High Velocity Contexts
- How to Plan Effective for Internet Based Inter-organizational Systems
- Interconnected Firms Competitive Advantage
- Service Development and New Product in Strategic Alliances
- Effects and Determinants of Merger Paradox
LIST OF RESEARCH TOPICS IN MANAGEMENT

- Business Planning: The Best and Holistic Approach That Should be Use in Managing
- Supply Chain Management: Globalization and Integration in Age of e-Business
- Improving the Product Customization, Supply Chain Information Velocity and Cost Through Enterprise Applications
- Outsourcing Management Issues in the Business Process
- Space and Place Strategies for the 21st Century Companies
- Work Team Nature: Changing the Requirements of the Future
- Human Resource Management in 21st Century
- External Competitiveness: Practical and Theoretical Facets of Strategic Decision Making
- Changing the Nature of Late and Mid Careers
- Diversity Management and Diversity in Globalization Age
- Motivating Groups and People at Work in 21st Century
- Public organizations Intrinsic Motivations
- Managing and Understanding the Misbehavior in Companies
- Management Settings in the Organizational Politics
- Organizational Paranoia: Dysfunctional Consequences and Origins of Exaggerated Suspicion and Distrust in Workplace
- New Approaches for Nourishing and Cultivating Communications Networks
- Intercultural Communication: Best Strategies in Managing the Intercultural Business Dimensions
- Developing a Leadership Style That fit to 21st Century Challenges
- Integrating Plurality: Integral Perspective on Organizations and Leadership
- Work of Global Managers’: Crossing Boundaries of Countries, Cultures and Distance
- Knowledge Management: Culture, Strategy, Communities and Intellectual Capital of Inquiry
- Implications of Employee: Understanding the Organizations and Individuals Impact
- Unique and Great Aspects of Managing Organizations
• Business Planning: The Best and Holistic Approach That Should be Use in Managing
• Supply Chain Management: Globalization and Integration in Age of e-Business
• Improving the Product Customization, Supply Chain Information Velocity and Cost Through Enterprise Applications
• Outsourcing Management Issues in the Business Process
• Space and Place Strategies for the 21st Century Companies
• Work Team Nature: Changing the Requirements of the Future
• Human Resource Management in 21st Century
• External Competitiveness: Practical and Theoretical Facets of Strategic Decision Making
• Changing the Nature of Late and Mid Careers
• Diversity Management and Diversity in Globalization Age
• Motivating Groups and People at Work in 21st Century
• Public organizations Intrinsic Motivations
• Managing and Understanding the Misbehavior in Companies
• Management Settings in the Organizational Politics
• Organizational Paranoia: Dysfunctional Consequences and Origins of Exaggerated Suspicion and Distrust in Workplace
• New Approaches for Nourishing and Cultivating Communications Networks
• Intercultural Communication: Best Strategies in Managing the Intercultural Business Dimensions
• Developing a Leadership Style That fit to 21st Century Challenges
• Integrating Plurality: Integral Perspective on Organizations and Leadership
• Work of Global Managers’: Crossing Boundaries of Countries, Cultures and Distance
• Knowledge Management: Culture, Strategy, Communities and Intellectual Capital of Inquiry
• Implications of Employee: Understanding the Organizations and Individuals Impact
• Unique and Great Aspects of Managing Organizations
• Should People Use Nanobots in Delivering and producing Drugs to Human Rights
• Are Nanofibers the Solutions to Repair Brain Injuries and Spinal Cord
- Challenges of Nano Design and Nano Materials
- Can Nanomedicine Extend Human Lifespan?
- How Nanotechnology Improve Diagnostic Testing
- Should Scientist Invest Further Development and Research in Nanotechnology?
- Chimera: What it is and how it is a Help in Stem Cell Research
- What are the Risks and Potential Benefits of Stem Cell Research
- Can Microbes Creating Antibiotics and Chemicals Help Prevent Infections?
- Leukemia: What it is and what is the Best Treatment for it
- The Best Strategy for Individuals to Avoid Cancer
- Colonoscopy Testing Impact on the Colon Cancer Tests
- Why Global Warming Create Tropical Diseases Such as Dengue and Malaria
- How Childhood Vaccines Prevent Diseases?
- The Best Strategy in Slowing the Transmission of STD
- Do Doctors Need to Rely Much on Expensive Imaging Technologies?
- Alzheimer’s Disease: What it is and Causes of it
- Why People Get Epilepsy: The Best Way to Treat it
- How Cells Protect the Body From Getting Diseases
- Does the Chinese Traditional Medicine Better Than Western Medicine?
- Can Dementia and Memory Loss be Prevented?
- Best Indicator of Increased Risk of the Heart Disease
- Why People Cannot Hear? What Should be Done to Prevent it
- How to Prevent Diseases
- Why Does Flu Vaccine Does not Work all the Time?
- What is Gene Therapy?
MEDICAL RESEARCH
PROPOSAL TOPICS

- What Technologies Should Be Used in Helping Individuals who are Paralyzed?
- How Sleep Deprivation Affect the Health?
- Should Blood Sugar Be Regulated?
- What are the Disadvantages and Benefits of Genome Profiling?
- Human Connectome Project: How Human Brain Mapping Contribute to the Scientific Knowledge?
- What are the Causes of Cancers? It is by Genes?
- How Doctors Should Develop an Anti-Cancer Vaccine
- What Should be Done With Crops That Absorbs Toxins
- What is MRSA? What Does It Mean And Do We Need It?
- Which Diet is Better: Low Sugar, Low Carbs or Low Fat?
- How Polio can be Prevented: Why it is Being Resurfaced
- How Essential the Bacteria Living in People Bowels
- How Computers Affect the Human Brain?
- Can Video Games Be Used in Solving Scientific Problems?
- Can Microwaves or Cell Phones Contribute to Cancer?
- Bone Marrow Transplantation: How it is being Done
- Asthma: What are the Main Causes why People Have Asthma
- Brain Tumor: What is the Best Way to Care it
- Allergy: Symptoms and how to Prevent it
- Brain Death: What Family Should do and how to Prevent it
- Congenital Kidney Disease
- Depression: Why People Experience Depression
- What Should Doctors do in Case of Emergency
- Why Proper Attire is Required in Hospitals
- How to Become a Doctor: Does One Need a Masters Degree?
- Ethical and Legal Issues: What Patients and Doctors Should Know
- International Health Policy: Should it be Implemented and Followed by all?
- Insurance Coverage: How to get and What Should be the Coverage
- How Essential to get Immunization
- Heart Failure: Why Some People Suffer From it
- AIDS and HIV: How to Prevent it
- Medical Ethics: All Doctors and Nurses be Aware of it
- Medical Statistics of Cancer Patients
- Medical Practice, Education and Training
- Neonatology
MEDICAL RESEARCH

PROPOSAL TOPICS

- What is the Cause of Obesity
- Parasitic Infections: What it is all About and how to Have it
- Psoriasis
- Parkinson’s Disease: A Comprehensive Study
- What Technologies Should be Developed to Help Paralyzed Persons
- Denisovans: Who are They and How Their Discovery Change the View of Human Evolution
- Can Doctors Develop Anti-Cancer Vaccine?
- Ideal Weight for the Longevity: Connection Between Lifespan and Diet
- Should the Scientific Publication Give Younger Scientists and Private Citizens a Voice Whenever They have Good Ideas?
- How to Solve Scientific Problems Easily
- Adrenal Disease
- Adolescent Medicine: The Best Cure
- How to Prevent Breast Cancer
- What is Coagulation?
- Diabetes: Does It Always Lead to Amputation?

Choose the best topic and check out awesome research proposal writing tips by clicking here!